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“Elliot, if you don’t think so, then you don’t have it. Anyway, the two of you have already 
been twisted into a hemp rope. Wonder Technologies will definitely not be able to go up. 
I didn’t expect Wanda to be so courageous.” Ben Schaffer’s own feelings are not yet in 
sight, so he doesn’t bother to worry about their already-completed feelings. 

This morning, Ben Schaffer received news that the drones produced by Wonder 
Technologies have great potential safety hazards. 

It’s not that there was a problem with the quality of the drones, but the drones of 
Wonder Technologies. Because the price was cheap and the quality was not bad, they 
were all over the Aryadelle in various fields and regions, from remote mountainous 
areas to the army. The drone flew all over Aryadelle. 

If there was a special device in the drone, it could transmit the obtained pictures to 
Wonder Technologies, and Wonder Technologies would then transfer the information to 
other countries, which would be a serious security problem for Aryadelle. 

“Avery has always said that Wanda had great ambitions and would not give in to 
anyone easily.” Elliot had a deeper understanding of Wanda after this incident. 

Ben Schaffer said, “After all, they have been together for so many years. Although 
Wanda has not shown her edge before, it is difficult to change a person’s temperament. 
It’s a pity that Sofia was caught by her this time as a shield. What are you going to do?” 

Elliot picked up the water glass and sipped: “Let the ASRC continue to investigate. Even 
if Sofia is the legal person of her company now, if she can find evidence of economic 
crimes in her company before this year, she can’t get rid of it!” 

Ben Schaffer: ” Elliot, I have already guessed the follow-up direction. If you don’t care 
about Sofia’s life or death, Wanda will definitely buy a press release and disclose your 
relationship with Sofia. The reporter who took pictures at your house a week ago was 
probably sent by Wanda. “ 

“What’s wrong with being public? When my relationship with Nathan was public, no one 
could do anything to me.” Elliot said so, but his face turned gloomy, “It’s not that I didn’t 
give Sofia a chance. She doesn’t cherish it herself.” 

After lunch, Elliot received a call from the police station. 

“Mr. Foster, we received a call from a lady named Sofia. She said that she was 
deceived and that she was your mother. I hope we can help her for the sake of your 
relationship.” 



Sofia will now take advantage of their mother-son relationship. 

When Wanda asked her to sign a contract before, why didn’t she remember that Elliot 
was her son? 

“Mr. Foster, is she really your mother? I think she took out the photos of your paternity 
test.” 

“She is.” Elliot replied, “I will ask the lawyer to find her.” 

“Okay. Yes!” 

Ben Schaffer raised his thick eyebrows after he hung up the phone: “What’s wrong?” 

“Sofia ran to the police station and called the police.” Elliot put down the phone and 
rubbed his temples with his fingers, “I won’t help her, really But I can’t ignore her 
completely.” 

“Then as you said just now, let the lawyer help her which step can be helped.” Ben 
Schaffer advised him, “If you are soft-hearted and intervene, That’s what Wanda 
wanted. This time is a good time to continue Wonder Technologies. Whether it’s to 
avenge Avery or the future development of the Tate Industries, this step is very 
important.” 

… 

Avery walked with Hayden by the lake behind the hospital for a while, took some selfies 
and landscape photos, and then returned to the hotel. 

The weather was rather cold today, and the wound on her head from the wind was a 
little unbearable. 

Back at the hotel, she edited the photo with retouching software and sent it to Elliot. 

Then, Avery opened the circle of friends and saw the news that Eric posted an hour 
ago. 

Eric: Next stop, Yonroeville~ 

–Below werre the photos of two tickets. 

–These two tickets… Were these two tickets his and Layla’s? 

–Eric actually took Layla to Yonroeville. 

–Doesn’t he know the grudge between her and Rebecca? 



–How dare he carry Layla and take her to Rebecca’s place. 

If Layla falls into Rebecca’s hands… Thinking of this, Avery gets chills all over her body. 
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“Mom, what’s wrong with you?” Seeing that Avery was in a bad mood, Hayden 
immediately walked to her. 

“Your uncle Eric has gone to Yonroeville. He posted two air tickets… Is it possible for 
him to take Layla to Yonroeville?” Avery said with anxiety. 

Hayden replied without hesitation: “Uncle Eric is not such a person. If he wants to take 
Layla to a far place, he will definitely tell you in advance.” 

Avery felt that what his son said made sense, so he found Layla’s number and dialed. 

The phone was on, but no one answered. 

–If she’s on the plane, her phone must be off. 

Avery breathed a sigh of relief. 

Avery: “Why did your Uncle Eric go to Yonroeville? He clearly knows what happened to 
us in Yonroeville.” 

Hayden: “Uncle Eric is a kid older than me. He may be trying to take advantage of his 
work and go to Yonroeville to see Rebecca.” 

Avery was speechless: “You really know your Uncle Eric.” 

Hayden replied, “I have a good relationship with Uncle Eric.” 

“I know, although you don’t talk much, you have a good relationship with everyone.” 
Except for Elliot. Avery didn’t say this sentence, “Hayden, you help your mother to cover 
and accompany her to see a doctor. Mommy thanks you very much.” 

“Mom, don’t say thank you to me.” Hayden frowned, “This is what I should do. Do it.” 

… 

Wonder Technologies. 

The assistant inquired about the news and tell Wanda. 



Wanda sneered, “I knew that Elliot would not ignore Sofia. If Elliot just asked a lawyer to 
help Sofia, it would be of no use. The contract signed by Sofia in black and white cannot 
be denied.” 

The assistant nodded: “Boss, Aren’t you afraid of Elliot’s revenge?” 

Wanda laughed: “I’m not afraid to tell you, my assets have already been transferred 
abroad. If Wonder Technologies can’t go public, what am I doing here?” 

The assistant gave Wanda a thumbs up. 

“Avery lost to me a long time ago. The current Tate Industries should be renamed the 
Sterling Group.” Wanda leaned back in the chair with a triumphant smile, “I made a 
reservation for tonight. After I leave, every move in the country will be reported to me at 
any time.” 

The assistant was stunned for a moment, and then asked nervously: “Boss, will you not 
take me with you? You are leaving… I will. Wouldn’t there be any danger?” 

“You’re a little assistant, what danger could there be! If something happens, Sofia will 
bear it. If Sofia can get out of her body, you will be fine.” 

“Oh… “ 

Three days later. 

Regarding the review of Wonder Technologies, a major discovery was made. 

In the past three years, Wonder Technologies has illegally collected user information 
and sold the information to overseas organizations several times. 

“Wanda escaped three days ago.” 

“How did she let her escape during the security review?” 

“She took a private jet.” 

Wanda’s assistant, as well as all the executives of Wonder Technologies, were arrested 
by the police at the same time. There were Controlled, takrn away and investigated. 

After clarifying the situation, the lawyer pushed open the door of Elliot’s office. 

The lawyer said, “Mr. Foster, the matter of Sofia is more difficult. Sofia signed a series 
of unequal contracts with Wanda. Now that Wonder Technologies has an accident, she 
can’t get rid of it.” 



“What will happen to her?” Elliot’s face was ashen. 

“I can try to help her get a lenient treatment. She’ll probably have to pay some fines… 
She’ll definitely go to jail.” The lawyer bowed his head slightly, “Do you want to see 
Sofia? She really wants to see you.” 

Elliot’s Adam’s apple rolled: “When Sofia signed those contracts with Wanda, why didn’t 
she say she wanted to see me? Now begging me, it’s too late.” 

“Well, Sofia regrets it now. It looks pitiful.” the lawyer said. 

“Poor people must have something to hate.” 

“She is indeed ignorant.” 
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Cafjell. 

Avery made a second puncture. 

This time, the congestion in her brain had been basically cleaned up, and there was no 
further bleeding. As long as she took a good rest in the future, she could slowly recover. 

She was a little surprised by the effect of these two operations. 

The doctor said, “If you had received treatment earlier, you might not have to do two 
punctures, maybe not even one. The disease will get worse and worse.” 

“You must have a good rest when you go back, and don’t be careless.” The doctor 
explained. 

Avery: “After my operation last year, I had a re-examination. The results of the re-
examination were normal.” 

The doctor said, “Didn’t you say that your vision was affected? It means that the 
examination was not careful enough. Go to the ophthalmologist and have a good 
examination.” 

Avery: “Well. Thank you.” 

The doctor: “You’re welcome.” 

After coming out of the brain department, Hayden held her wrist tightly. 



Avery felt Hayden’s nervousness, and immediately said, “Hayden, don’t be afraid. Mom 
will be fine.” 

Hayden nodded. 

Avery: “I told you before that although your mother has a brain hemorrhage, as long as 
the blood in the brain is cleaned up and the bleeding is stopped, it will be fine.” 

“But your eyes…” Hayden looked at his mother eyes and was afraid that something 
would happen to her eyes. 

“Mom’s eyes are fine now and can see you very clearly. I’m going to have a test just to 
make sure it’s okay, not because I think I’m going blind soon.” Avery smiled brightly, 
“I’m now Feeling better than a week ago.” 

The mother and son came to the ophthalmology department. 

Hayden waited outside, and Avery went inside for inspection. 

After a series of meticulous examinations, the doctor told her the truth: “Your optic disc 
is bleeding a bit, and your cornea is also a problem, but at present, the problem is not 
very serious, first treat with drugs, and then regularly review.” 

Avery breathed a sigh of relief. 

When she came out with the doctor’s order, she had a very relaxed expression on her 
face. 

Hayden saw the smile on her face, and the tense heartstrings loosened. 

Hayden: “Mom, are you okay?” 

“It’s okay. The doctor said that it’s a small problem and said to treat it with medicine 
first.” Avery showed the list to her son and said, “Let’s go get the medicine now.” 

Hayden couldn’t understand what these medicines were for, but he felt that his mother’s 
illness was not a small problem she said. 

… 

Yonroeville. 

After Eric came over, he met Rebecca very smoothly. 

Because of the activities that Eric participated in this time, Rebecca also participated. 



A celebrity in Yonroeville was a fan of Eric. On this celebrity’s birthday, he was asked to 
sing by name. 

The price offered by the other party was very high, so Eric came over. 

At the celebrity’s birthday party, Eric met Rebecca. 

Rebecca was wearing a dress skirt, her belly was bulging high, and she looked like she 
was about to give birth. 

It was the first time the two of them met, but the two seemed to have seen each other a 
long time ago. 

When Eric was drinking in the audience, Rebecca naturally came to him. 

“I heard that Layla made her debut.” Rebecca held her stomach in her hands, unable to 
hide the pride on her face and continued, “The child in my belly looks very much like 
Layla. When my child is born, you are welcome to have a wedding drink!” 
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A look of disbelief flashed in Eric’s eyes. 

Eric asked, “Your child looks like Layla?” 

“Yeah! When my daughter is born, you are welcome to come and play.” Rebecca had a 
decent smile on her face, “You can tell Avery when you go back, although she has 
occupied Elliot, But I’m doing well. I will take good care of my and Elliot’s children. 
When the children grow up, I believe there will be a new situation.” 

Eric: “Why don’t you tell Avery yourself? Do you think what you said is ridiculous?” 

The smile on Rebecca’s face disappeared. 

Eric said slowly, “When I saw you today, I’m finally no longer curious or worried. Elliot 
can’t fall in love with you, even if you give birth to ten and a hundred children to Elliot, it 
won’t change anything.” 

Rebecca’s self-confidence was hit, and her brows were frowning to kill flies. 

Rebecca: “Then wait and see. Until the end, I will never admit defeat.” 

“See for yourself! No one will play such childish tricks with you.” After Eric finished 
speaking, he walked towards the agent. 



His work is over and he can now return home. 

“Avery called you twice.” The agent gave him his cell phone, “You came to Yonroeville 
and didn’t tell her, she probably worried about you.” 

Eric shrugged: “She will scold me.” 

The agent said, “Hahaha! Are you so afraid of her? But I don’t think she will scold you. 
She has always been kind to you, and has never lost her temper with you. You give her 
a call back. Let’s go!” 

“Well.” Eric came out of the hotel, got into the car, and dialed Avery’s number. 

Avery answered in seconds. 

Eric spoke first, “Avery, I was afraid you wouldn’t let me come to Yonroeville, so I didn’t 
tell you beforehand. I saw Rebecca just now and chatted with her a few words.” 

“Then can you go back to Aryadelle?” Avery worried about his safety. 

“Well, I’m flying home tonight. Is your trip with Hayden over?” Eric asked back. 

“It’s over.” Avery was waiting for the wound on her head to recover a little. 

If she went back, Elliot would definitely see the injury on her head. 

The day before Hayden started school, the two of them set off from Cafjell. 

On the way back, Hayden told Avery what happened a week ago. “Sofia called you, but 
I ignored her.” 

Avery was stunned for a moment: “She will definitely ask me for help.” 

Hayden: “May be.” 

Avery: “I can’t control it if I want to. This matter is too serious. The main reason is that 
Wanda’s layout was too early! By the time we found out, it was too late. She couldn’t 
deal with me and your father directly. So I tried every means to deal with the people 
around us.” 

Hayden: “She ran away again.” 

“Well. This time, she won’t dare to go back to Aryadelle.” Avery felt a little ironic, “She is 
already a wanted criminal in Aryadelle. When she returns to Aryadelle, she will be 
arrested before she leaves the airport. She can only hide abroad for the rest of her life.” 



“Mom, I will not forget how my grandmother died.” Hayden said this, gnashing his teeth, 
“wait. When I grow up, I will avenge my grandmother.” 

Avery was very relieved, but reminded: “Hayden, your mother only wants you and your 
younger siblings to be healthy and happy. I don’t want you to bear my revenge with 
Wanda.” 

Hayden pursed his lips and said nothing. 

The plane landed at the airport in Avonsville, Avery was carrying a bag, Hayden was 
carrying a schoolbag and dragging his mother’s small suitcase. 

The mother and son came out, and immediately saw Elliot coming to pick up the plane, 
as well as Layla and Robert. 

Avery hasn’t had much contact with Elliot in the past few days. 

Before going to bed every day, send a message to chat. 

The most talked about is about Wanda and Wonder Technologies. 
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Avery told Elliot last night that she was coming back today, but Elliot didn’t say that he 
would come to pick her up. 

Layla sensiblely took the bag that Avery was carrying. 

Inside were some small gifts bought by Avery. 

“Why did you lose weight?” Elliot wrapped her arms around her waist and stared at her 
face carefully. 

Avery blushed when Elliot saw her: “Probably travel and exercise a lot.” 

“I want to see the injury on the head.” Elliot raised his hand to brush her hair. 

Avery immediately blocked his hand: “This is the airport, can you pay attention to your 
image.” 

“I have no image to speak of.” Elliot laughed at himself. 

When the Wonder Technologies scandal broke out, someone posted a press release on 
the Internet called “Sofia’s Identity has come to the Bottom”. 



It details the true identity of Sofia, and how Sofia was taken as a scapegoat and pushed 
out to take the blame. 

Netizens who don’t know the truth have accused Elliot of planning all this just to send 
the humble biological mother to prison. 

In fact, the accident of Wonder Technologies has nothing to do with Elliot. 

It was the Aryadelle Securities Regulatory Commission that found out the problem with 
Wonder Technologies, not Elliot. 

But because he and Nathan were too ugly back then, netizens insisted that it was 
Elliot’s conspiracy. 

“Elliot, don’t care what others think. That’s not important.” Avery also saw the press 
release. 

But Avery didn’t talk to Elliot about this specifically. She believed that Elliot’s current 
psychological quality could completely resist the rumors from the outside world. 

Elliot said indifferently, “If I care, I will directly block relevant news on the Internet. I 
couldn’t accept that I had such a humble background before, which actually shows that 
my heart is not strong enough.” 

“Elliot, you have done a great job. Okay. I’ve never seen anyone as tough and brave as 
you.” Avery looked at his face and spoke affectionately. 

Elliot said with grievance, “In the past few days, no video, no phone calls, I thought you 
didn’t love me anymore. If Robert hadn’t filled my empty heart, I really don’t know what 
to do.” 

Avery couldn’t help laughing at this complaint: “Next time, I’ll go out with you alone 
without children.” 

Layla, who was walking in front of them, heard it, and immediately turned her head back 
and glared at them resentfully. 

“Ahem, Layla, you’re going to school tomorrow, have you finished your winter vacation 
homework?” Avery asked. 

Layla groaned even more resentfully. 

Elliot didn’t expect Avery to be so incapable of looking at his daughter’s face. 

Elliot: “Her homework is all done, I checked it.” 



Avery: “Good father. If it wasn’t for me, I guess you could take good care of the child.” 

Elliot: “You are complimenting me or are you taunting me?” 

They came out of the airport and got into the car. 

Avery smiled and said, “Of course I’m complimenting you. By the way, when I was in 
Cafjell, I had a brain examination. My head is fine. You don’t have to worry anymore. 
You can ask your son if you don’t believe me.” 

Elliot glanced at Hayden. 

Hayden was sitting in the passenger seat, staring straight ahead, and didn’t intend to 
turn his head to talk to him at all. 

“I trust you.” Elliot breathed a sigh of relief, “You’ll be fine.” 

“I’ve been very tired from traveling these days. I want to rest at home for a few days 
before going back to work.” Avery applied to him. 

“Wanda won’t go back to Aryadelle. You can rest as long as you want in the future.” 
Elliot said dotingly. 
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Avery rested at home for about half a month. 

After this period of recuperation, the injury on her head has basically recovered. 

She originally planned to go back to work in the company, but Elliot asked her to help 
with Shea’s wedding. 

She called Tammy out and accompanied Shea and Wesley to see the venue. 

Shea wanted a lawn wedding, and Tammy recommended a garden. 

“There was also grass in the garden. I took pictures of the flowers there, and they were 
very beautiful. I promised you would like it when you saw it.” Tammy said. 

“I also think the garden is good, but let’s go and have a look first. It depends on whether 
Shea likes it or not.” Avery glanced at Tammy’s belly, “Tammy, your belly is so pretty. 
You are only four months, right?” 



“Because I ate a lot. Didn’t I eat before, when my appetite improved a little, I wanted to 
eat everything I saw. It’s called revenge eating. I know it’s not good, but I can’t control 
it.” Tammy said distressedly, “I’m only four months old, and I’ve already gained five 
pounds of flesh. When I’m ten months old, I estimate that I will weigh more than one 
hundred pounds.” 

“It’s okay to exceed one hundred pounds. Your child’s weight will naturally drop 
throughout his life.” Avery has experience, “In the third trimester, the child will weigh 
more than ten pounds with amniotic fluid.” 

“My mother persuaded me the same way, so my appetite is getting better and better. If I 
don’t lose weight after giving birth, I will cry with you two.” Tammy grabbed Avery’s arm 
and put her head on her shoulder to act like a spoiled child. 

Shea asked with a smile, “Tammy, is the baby in your belly a boy or a girl?” 

Avery replied, “Shea, she won’t know until she is born.” 

Tammy said with a mysterious face: “It’s most likely a daughter.” 

Avery: “Your dream has come true.” 

“Yeah! I just want a daughter, who will be as good as me, how wonderful!” Tammy’s 
happiness was undisguised, “When the time comes, our family will have a baby kiss!” 

Avery: “Okay! Let’s kiss and kiss like this!” 

“Hahaha! That’s it. When my daughter is born, I will often take my daughter to your 
house and cultivate more feelings with Robert.” Tammy was overjoyed. 

Avery: “It should be me taking Robert to see you and your baby. It’s more sincere.” 

Tammy smiled. 

Shea sat next to them and saw them smiling so happily, and was happy for them. It’s 
just that she didn’t dare to say that she also wanted a baby. 

Whether it’s a boy or a girl, as long as shea can have a baby, that’s fine. After getting 
the certificate, she mentioned to Wesley about wanting a child, and Wesley was very 
firm and told her to dispel the idea. 

Wesley was worried that her body could not bear it, but she felt that she was no 
different from a normal person now. 



“Shea, what are you thinking?” Avery noticed that Shea’s mood seemed a little down, 
and immediately reached out to hold her hand, “Are you nervous about having a 
wedding?” 

Shea nodded. 

Tammy said, “Shea, you shouldn’t listen to Avery’s talk about having a baby, are you 
scared? You don’t need to have a baby, so you don’t need to be afraid.” 

At this time, Wesley in the driver’s seat said, “Shea is not afraid, she wants to have a 
child.” 

Wesley’s voice was settled, and Shea’s face suddenly turned red. 

The smiles on Avery and Tammy’s faces disappeared. 

They didn’t expect that Shea had this idea. 

“Wesley won’t let me.” Shea explained to Avery shyly. 

“Of course Wesley can’t let you have a baby. Shea, you’ve never seen a baby, so you 
don’t know the risk.” Avery looked at her seriously, “Don’t make your own decisions like 
last time, Otherwise, your brother will be very angry.” 

Avery moved Elliot out, and Shea was immediately startled and nodded sharply. 

“Haha! Avery, you scared Shea.” Tammy’s laughter resounded, “Oh no, it should be 
said that Elliot scared Shea.” 
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Wesley said helplessly, “There must be someone who can control Shea. she is not 
afraid of me.” 

Tammy said rudely , “Wesley, with your temper, I guess no one will be afraid of you. 
You are the man with the best temper I have ever seen.” 

Wesley said ashamed: “My parents are very afraid of me. Because I often don’t listen to 
them.” 

They came to the garden that Tammy said. 

Before entering the garden, They saw a large sea of flowers through the wooden fence. 



Shea’s eyes were immediately attracted. 

After Wesley bought the tickets, he entered the garden under the leadership of the 
garden owner. 

“Can a wedding be held here?” Avery saw that Shea seemed to like it here, so she 
asked the garden owner directly. 

“Yes. Several couples had an outdoor wedding with us last month. Do you want to 
watch the video?” The owner of the garden said. 

Avery: “Okay, let’s see it.” 

The owner of the garden turned on his phone, found the video, and showed it to them. 

“It’s so beautiful!” Shea couldn’t help but marvel when she saw other people’s wedding 
videos. 

Avery asked the garden owner: “How is the fee calculated?” 

“It depends on how many guests you have and what kind of services you need. We can 
provide wedding services, and you can also contact the wedding company outside, and 
the corresponding charges will be charged. The standards are different.” The garden 
owner said, “May is the peak wedding season. If you are sure to be in our garden, you 
need to book as soon as possible.” 

Avery nodded and looked at Wesley and Shea: “Let’s go inside and take a look!” 

They walked into the depths of the garden, and the colorful flowers inside were 
dazzling, making people’s mood fly instantly. 

“Just here!” Shea grabbed Wesley’s hand, her eyes bright. 

“Okay.” 

After choosing the location, start choosing the time. 

Avery suggested, “Why don’t you choose two days during the May Day holiday? 
Everyone will have time, and the wedding will be more lively.” 

Wesley: “Yes. Let’s go on May 1st and 2nd!” 

Before paying the deposit, the owner of the garden asked them if they wanted wedding 
services. 



Avery discussed with them, “Why don’t I go back and discuss with Elliot! He definitely 
wants to find the best wedding company for Shea.” 

Wesley shook her head: “I will bear all the expenses for my wedding with Shea. We will 
decide our own wedding. Just use the wedding service here. I just watched the video, 
and it feels pretty good.” 

Shea nodded in agreement. 

“Okay! I respect your opinions.” Avery smiled. 

After watching the venue, Shea was sleepy, so Avery asked Wesley to send him to 
Tammy’s house. 

The car stopped at Tammy’s house. 

Avery and Tammy watched Wesley’s car drive away. 

“Avery, I just thought of a question, but I’m too embarrassed to say it. Now it’s just the 
two of us…” Tammy said and was hesitating a little, “Rebecca’s due date should be 
around four May?” 

Avery was stunned for a moment, calculated the time in her heart, and nodded, “If you 
don’t mention her, I’ll almost forget about it.” 

Tammy: “Blame me…” 

“It’s okay. Elliot promised me that he wouldn’t want that child.” Avery said so, and her 
heart was still uncontrollably heavy. 

 


